
 
Name：Lock 

Painter：Shen Weiwei 

Nationality：China 

Works interpretation：The lock pillar evolves into the shape of a barrel, 

which means to lock the war and keep the peace forever. 

 

 



Name：Life peace 

Painter：ahn sang-soo 

Nationality：Korea 

Works interpretation：The isomorphic figures are sun, moon, man, fish, 

beast and wood, similar to the oracle-bone inscriptions, implying that 

peace should be the harmonious coexistence of all life and all things. 

 

 
Name：Pigeon 

Painter：Skorwider Eugeniuseo 

Nationality：Poland 

Works interpretation：Although peace is hard to get, we must work hard 

to find and fight for it. 

 



 
Name：Peace 

Painter：Kari Piippo 

Nationality：France 

Works interpretation：Peace, as beautiful and picturesque as scenery. 

 

 

 

 



Name：Paz 

Painter：mgiuliani 

Nationality：USA 

Works interpretation：The dove of peace embraces the earth and 

expresses its good will for peace through heart of love. 

 

 

Name：Create Peace 

Painter：Wong Liliane 

Nationality：Hong Kong 

Works interpretation：The words of create and peace in English are 

integrated, so peace can be created together. 



 

Name：Peace Please 

Painter：Jose Miguel Flores 

Nationality：Mexico 

Works interpretation：Please be sure to be peaceful. 

 

 



Name：Love and Peace 

Painter：Lu Hongwen 

Nationality：Taiwan 

Works interpretation：Heart to heart, hand in hand, unite with one 

another to achieve love and peace. 

  

 

 
 

Name：A big heart 

Painter：Guo Xinyi 

Nationality：China 

Works interpretation： Great love, great love and peace. 



 
Name：Peace and love 

Painter：Qi Feng 

Nationality：China 

Works interpretation：The missile is twisted into love, which means no 

war, but love and peace. 

 

 

 

Name：Peace is a blessing 

Painter：Yu Zhenqiang 



Nationality：China 

Works interpretation：English word PEACE is isomorphic with Chinese 

character "Fu", corresponding to the traditional Chinese saying "Peace is 

a blessing." For all mankind, peace is a "blessing" worth cherishing. 

 

 

Name：Ashes to Ashes 

Painter：Edi Berk 

Nationality：Slovenia 

Works interpretation：War is like a mass of ashes and dust. 



 

Name：Dangerous world now，a better world tomorrow 

Painter：Chikako Oguma 

Nationality：Japan 

Works interpretation：All the weapons are thrown into the dustbin, which 

means peace. 

 

 

 

 



Name：Eject I 

Painter：Lex Drewinski 

Nationality：Germany 

Works interpretation：The pause button is placed above the missile, 

which means to stop the war and create peace. 

 

 
Name：World peace 

Painter：Zhang Zijian 

Nationality：China 

Works interpretation：Paper creases, weak but firm calls for peace. 

 



 
 

Name：Love builds peace 

Painter：Zhang Weimin 

Nationality：China 

Works interpretation：English word PEACE is isomorphic with Chinese 

character LOVE and peace dove. 

 

 

 
Name：peace 

Painter：Zhang Yichi 

Nationality：China 



Works interpretation：Dialogue is the key to communication, friendship 

and peace. 

 

 

 
Name：Dream of Peace 

Painter：Li Wei 

Nationality：China 

Works interpretation：The children's stick painting conveys happiness 

and freedom under peace. 

 

 



 
Name：STOP 

Painter：Maja Zurawiecka 

Nationality：Poland 

Works interpretation：Lift the white flag together, resist strife and restore 

peace. 

 

 

 
Name：War and Peace 

Painter：Zhang Ou, Wang Tian 

Nationality：China 



Works interpretation：Chinese character WAR and PEACE form 

isomorphism, meaning the relationship between these two. 


